This study addresses a critical problem in the control of process capability as to the positioning accuracy of vision-guided robot. Depending on the calibration accuracy, the process capability varies widely, which renders the precise control of assembly tasks difficult. Furthermore, some vision sensors prohibit the programming access to rectify the lens distortion effects, which even complicates the problem. This study proposes a method of circumventing the lack of programming access by implementing the lens optical center alignment. Three different calibration methods are compared as to the process capability, and the proposed method shows a very good accuracy. The method can be easily adopted on the shop floor since it doesn't require a complex setup and mathematical derivation process. Therefore, the practitioners can benefit from the proposed method, while maintaining a high level of precision in terms of robot positioning accuracy.
Introduction
In vision calibration, the lens distortion accounts for the most problems in the control of process capability. Distortion can be countered to a certain level by dividing the image into multiple sections and applying separate scale factors or by utilizing an iterative algorithm such as Kalman Filter [1] . However, it's better that distortion is corrected first to acquire a consistent and high level of positional accuracy. For some industrial vision sensors, the operating software is inaccessible for custom coding, which renders the image correction through software impossible. Nonetheless, an accurate vision calibration is mandatory for modern production environment [2] . In this study, the vision-guided assembly robotic operations are simulated using the state-of-the-art robotic facility. In our lab, the Yamaha iVY robotic cell has been constructed. The robot can be independently programmed to operate, yet it is preferred that the positioning is guided by the vision sensors. The cell is equipped with two vision sensors, namely Channel 1 and Channel 2. Channel 2 camera is placed above the robot, covering the entire work area. Channel 1 camera is attached to the robot end arm, and moves along with the robot to provide a close-up view of the work area. Channel 1 camera enables the tracking of image object that comes into the vision guidance area. To precisely position the robot, the vision optical center can be aligned with every image object. This, however, mandates the motion of robot arm for each target point, which greatly prolongs the robot work cycle. The constant motion also increases the operating cost, in terms of electricity, maintenance, and unexpected robot malfunction. The ideal situation is that the vision camera detects the target coordinates altogether from a fixed position, and guide the robot precisely. The iVY system provides a great level of convenience in terms of integrating the robot and vision [3] . However, the biggest drawback is that the iVY Studio precludes the users from implementing custom codes. This creates the problem of having no means of countering the lens distortion. To test the extent of distortion, a custom designed grid is made (see Figure 1 ) and images are analyzed using the Channel 2 camera. The grid consists of 300 identically shaped, solid circles. The center pixel coordinates for each circle are found and recorded. Figure 2 represents the horizontal and vertical lines that connect the center pixels. The connected lines should be linear, if a lens distortion is minimal. On the contrary, the lines are curved, and the vertical and horizontal distortions appear to be different. The distortion seems to be magnified towards the corner areas, while the image center exhibits less distortion. The extent of lens distortion is evident.
In this context, this study addresses critical aspects of vision calibration in order to improve the positioning accuracy, which in turn affects the process capability of the robotic operations. To minimize the lens distortion effects without the use of image processing functions, the optical center of the vision sensor is aligned with the target centers. The alignment process is composed in the form of a robot program that can be quickly adopted and reused by other robots. Due to automated alignment, the fast and accurate outcome is entailed. This approach significantly improves the positional accuracy, when compared to other methods tested in this study. The proposed method doesn't require complex mathematical derivations or expensive measuring instruments. The calibration pattern is customized for our application, which is simple and easily duplicable on the shop floor. Therefore, the approach presented in this study can be better suited for today's production environment, where a dynamically changing marketplace dictates a rapid changeover as well as a frequent vision calibration.
Descriptions on iVY and Single Scale-Factor Calibration
This section provides a detailed description for two different calibration methods, and compares the positioning accuracy. The first test is carried out using the iVY Studio calibration function provided by the manufacturer, which utilizes only two random points. We designed a pattern with 13 objects and the errors are measured. When the objects are positioned at the center, the calibration error is the smallest. The fluctuation between the points seems excessive. For Channel 2, the errors fluctuate even more. If the target objects are moved farther to the corner areas, the errors grow larger along with the fluctuation. The iVY Studio calibration only concerns two pixel points, which cannot adequately encompass the whole FOV, hence the positioning accuracy is likely to degenerate. Once the iVY Studio calibration is completed, we have conducted the second method, using a single scale-factor. This is a method that the industry is using widely, which entails randomly selected three points. For Channel 1, the image zero is set as (258, 110) and the scale factors for X and Y-axes are calculated. The pattern is placed on the left-corner, center, and right-corner areas of the camera FOV. By applying the scale factor, the target object center pixels are transformed into robot coordinates, such that R x = (480 − P y )*(S x being − 0.167) + 258 and R y = (640 − P x )*(S y being − 0.170) + 110. For Channel 2, a pixel point (122, 19) is selected as the im-age zero and the scale factor is found. The robot positions are: R x = (480 − P y )*(S x being 0.586) + 122 and R y = (640-P x )*(S y being 0.578) − 19. The positioning errors are displayed in Figure 3 . For Channel 1, the single scale-factor method shows a better positioning accuracy than the iVY Studio. The reason can be conjectured that, in iVY Studio, only two points are employed for calibration, while at least three points are necessary for the scale factor. In case of Channel 2, the FOV is much larger than the Channel 1 due to a longer focal distance. Therefore, a more prominent distortion is expected. Channel 2 indeed results in a poor accuracy, and the errors seem excessive and widely fluctuate between the data points. Table 1 compares the calibration errors.
Automatic Alignment of Optical Center
The automatic alignment is regarded as a substitute for image corrections. The Jacobian is adopted from Watanabe et al. [4] . The accuracy is tested first using a custom-designed pattern, consisting of 16 solid dots on a piece of white paper. The dot diameter is 10 mm with the dot spacing of 20 mm. Solid dots are used for the test, because of its robustness in image segmentation. The overall size fits the Channel 1 FOV. The optical center is set as (320, 240), and aligned with the center pixels of each dot. When two centers coincide below the pre-set threshold of 0.1 pixel, the robot coordinates are recorded. Our test shows that the accuracy doesn't improve noticeably below this value. In Figure 4(a) , the dot center coordinates are connected, and a total of 24 line segments is identified. It should be noted that the lines are slightly slanted in reference to the robot axes. The pattern is placed under the camera without the use of measuring instruments, in order to simulate a shop floor environment. The accuracy is tested by calculating the gradient and length for each line segment. The results show a very little variation among the numbers. Figure 4 (b) graphically illustrates the alignment process. This study differs from Watanabe et al. [4] . Once the alignment is complete, a line pattern is constructed, which is referred to as Grid Map. Its main purpose is to rectify the lens distortion. By connecting the centers of adjacent target objects, a set of equilateral triangles can be delineated. We calculate the scale factors for each triangle and calibrate the robot in accordance with the triangle that the robot is positioned within. When the optical center is aligned with each target object, an image distortion becomes negligible. This can be viewed as the straightening of curved lines. Since it contains very little distortion, the subsequent vision guidance becomes much more accurate with the Grid Map (see Figure 5 ).
Experimental Verification
The proposed method effectively rectifies the distortion problem. In terms of standard deviation, the method significantly reduces the spread of data points. The scale factor method is only able to reduce slightly for the Y-axis, yet the X directional spread even increases by 5%. In Tables 2 and Table 3 , the process capability (C p ) analysis is presented. As the average calibration errors shift towards the left (to zero), the calibration positioning accuracy improves. It should be noted that the C p values represent the capability of the process in terms of error reduction, without regard to the mean shift (C pk ). The C p is given as following Equation (1) [ ]
where σ = a standard deviation of positioning errors, USL (upper specification limit) = 4 mm, LSL (lower specification limit) = 0 mm, and the average (µ) = 2 mm. It explains that the average positioning error centers around at 2 mm, while the range of positioning errors = [0, 4 mm], which seems inadequate for most precision assembly tasks. Even so, the Channel 2 camera with the scale factor method as well as the iVY Studio method can barely satisfy this range. With the calibration data, the robot's positioning error is reassessed in terms of range values. The notion of worst case (WC) approach in tolerance stack-up is employed, which stipulates that all tolerances simultaneously occur at their worst limits [6] . This is a highly pessimistic analysis by adding up absolute values of the tolerance [7] . It is expressed as Equation (2):
where T ASM = a sum of assembly tolerance, Given the robot's worst repeatability ranges including the calibration errors, the production engineer can accurately assess the robot's positioning capability, which in turn may substantially reduce the chance of producing defective products. Table 4 compares the improvement of positioning errors in tune with the process capability numbers.
Conclusion
This study addresses a critical problem in the control of process capability as to the positioning accuracy of vi- sion-guided robot. Depending on the calibration accuracy, the process capability varies widely, which renders the precise control of assembly tasks difficulty. Furthermore, some vision sensors prohibit the programming access to rectify the lens distortion effects, which even complicates the problem. This study proposes a method of circumventing the lack of programming access by implementing the lens optical center alignment. Three different calibration methods are compared as to the process capability, and the proposed method shows a very good accuracy. The method can be easily adopted on the shop floor since it doesn't require a complex setup and mathematical derivation process. Therefore, the practitioners can benefit from the proposed method, while maintaining a high level of precision in terms of robot positioning accuracy.
